## Average Daily

### Share of trading
- **UK Lit Orderbook trading**: 71.1%  
- **Italian Lit Orderbook trading**: 80.4%  
- **Turquoise Total Pan European Trading**: 6.2%

### Trading days
- **MTD**  
  - UK: 20  
  - Italy: 20  
  - Turquoise: 20

### 2019 Year to date
- **UK order book**: 71,534,804 trades, £382,800 value traded  
- **Italian order book**: 22,823,165 trades, £189,351 value traded  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: 12,003,672 trades, £243,213 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 2,461,273 trades, £1,696,543 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 1,233,496 trades, £45,801 value traded  
- **MTS Cash**: 183,850 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Repo**: 376,545 trades, £32,742,863 value traded  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: 61,678,988 trades, £122,231,642 value traded  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: 5,682,973 trades, £63,680 value traded

### 2018 Year to date
- **UK order book**: 57,231,946 trades, £382,800 value traded  
- **Italian order book**: 36,321,273 trades, £189,351 value traded  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: 28,048,213 trades, £243,213 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 13,794,213 trades, £1,696,543 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 3,051,496 trades, £45,801 value traded  
- **MTS Cash**: 213,225 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Repo**: 28,406,562 trades, £32,742,863 value traded  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: 79,362,988 trades, £122,231,642 value traded  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: 3,257,983 trades, £63,680 value traded

### % change
- **UK order book**: -26%  
- **Italian order book**: -16%  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: -19%  
- **Retail Bonds**: -23%  
- **Retail Bonds**: -23%  
- **MTS Cash**: -14%  
- **MTS Repo**: -15%  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: -38%  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: -9%

## Average Daily

### Share of trading
- **UK Lit Orderbook trading**: 71.1%  
- **Italian Lit Orderbook trading**: 80.4%  
- **Turquoise Total Pan European Trading**: 6.2%

### Trading days
- **MTD**  
  - UK: 20  
  - Italy: 20  
  - Turquoise: 20

### 2019 Year to date
- **UK order book**: 86,115,463 trades, £4,612 value traded  
- **Italian order book**: 274,978 trades, £2,281 value traded  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: 14,623 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 29,654 trades, £2,281 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 14,861 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Cash**: 2,215 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Repo**: 4,537 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **EuroTLX**: 7,453 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: 458,928 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: 68,470 trades, £937,969 value traded

### 2018 Year to date
- **UK order book**: 86,115,463 trades, £4,612 value traded  
- **Italian order book**: 274,978 trades, £2,281 value traded  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: 14,623 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 29,654 trades, £2,281 value traded  
- **Retail Bonds**: 14,861 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Cash**: 2,215 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **MTS Repo**: 4,537 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **EuroTLX**: 7,453 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: 458,928 trades, £937,969 value traded  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: 68,470 trades, £937,969 value traded

### % change
- **UK order book**: -26%  
- **Italian order book**: -16%  
- **Derivatives - Equity & Commodity**: -19%  
- **Retail Bonds**: -23%  
- **Retail Bonds**: -23%  
- **MTS Cash**: -14%  
- **MTS Repo**: -15%  
- **Turquoise Integrated**: -38%  
- **Turquoise Plato™**: -9%
Notes:

1. Figures for the UK and Italian order books include cash equity trades in domestic and international equities, Exchange traded products and Securitised Derivatives.

2. For Derivatives, the values used are notional values while "trades" refer to contracts traded.

3. Value traded figures for MTS Repo are term-adjusted, and totals for MTS Cash include BondVision.

4. Share of trading for LSE and Borsa Italiana is based on value traded of Lit Order book trading only.